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Abstract: Magnetic Raman optical activity of gases provides
unique information about their electric and magnetic properties. Magnetic Raman optical activity has recently been
observed in a paramagnetic gas (Angew. Chem. Int. Ed.
2012, 51, 11058; Angew. Chem. 2012, 124, 11220). In
diamagnetic molecules, it has been considered too weak to be
measurable. However, in chlorine, bromine and iodine vapors,
we could detect a significant signal as well. Zeeman splitting of
electronic ground-state energy levels cannot rationalize the
observed circular intensity difference (CID) values of about
10¢4. These are explicable by participation of paramagnetic
excited electronic states. Then a simple model including one
electronic excited state provides reasonable spectral intensities.
The results suggest that this kind of scattering by diamagnetic
molecules is a general event observable under resonance
conditions. The phenomenon sheds new light on the role of
excited states in the Raman scattering, and may be used to
probe molecular geometry and electronic structure.

Different

interaction of molecules with left and right
circularly polarized light (CPL) in the presence of magnetic
field can be explored in optical devices and provides unique
information about geometry and electronic structure of
molecules. The Faraday effect, for example, is widely used
in analytical chemistry, optical instrumentation, and laser and
communication appliances.[1] Likewise, the magnetic circular
dichroism spectroscopy matured into a useful tool to probe
geometry and electronic states in a wide range of systems
including new fullerene materials.[2] CPL components in the
interstellar space, possibly caused by supernova magnetic
fields,[3] have even been suggested to be responsible for the
chirality encountered in living organisms.[4]
Recently, we reported observation of another phenomenon, paramagnetic Raman optical activity (ROA) of gasphase NO2.[5] The ROA spectrometer measures a tiny intensity difference in scattering of the right and left CPL (IR¢IL).
For the nitrogen dioxide the observation was possible due to
the presence of a free electron lending it its magnetic moment
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of the order of the Bohr magneton (ca. 9.27 × 10¢24 J T¢1). In
addition, a near resonance of the incident laser light with NO2
electronic states increased the Raman cross-section and made
the observation easier. The effect was explained on the basis
of ground-state rotational energy levels split in the external
magnetic field, which also provided selection rules for the
observed transitions. For example, absorption of left or right
CPL can occur only when the magnetic quantum number
changes by a unity.[6]
Such ground-state splitting would not allow for a similar
detectable event in the diamagnetic gases, where the magnetic
moment is close to the nuclear magneton (5.05 × 10¢27 J T¢1),
that is, 1840 times smaller than in the paramagnetic case. To
our great surprise, however, the Cl2, Br2 and I2 halogen gases
or vapors, when kept in the magnetic field, exhibited a strong
ROA signal as well. This can be explained by a different
mechanism in diamagnetic molecules, taking into account
interplay between the ground and excited electronic states
and their rovibronic sub-levels. In particular, the excited
electronic states are paramagnetic, split in the magnetic field
much more than the ground state, and are thus largely
responsible for the discrimination of the left and right CPL,
even when the diamagnetic halogen species are involved
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Simplified scheme of halogen energy levels in a static magnetic field. The field causes a negligible splitting of electronic groundstate rotational sublevels (e), but the excited electronic states (e*) are
paramagnetic and split significantly. This provides a measurable difference in scattering of the right and left circularly polarized light. In
addition, the near resonance of the e!e* transition with the 532 nm
laser excitation increases the efficiency of Raman scattering.

The effect thus reminds magnetic ROA sometimes
observed for condensed-state diamagnetic molecules.[7] For
them, the effect was explained as a consequence of the
Faraday A-type contribution to magnetic ROA, invoking
degenerate paramagnetic excited resonant electronic and
vibrational states.[6a, 7b] For the gases investigated in the
present study, there are the rotational sublevels that provide
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the key sensitivity to the magnetic field and the selection
rules.
The wealth of excited electronic and vibrational levels of
the halogen molecules is well-documented in a number of
earlier studies.[8] Vibrational states of the ground and excited
electronic states are quite different, which together with the
spin-orbit interaction[9] yield from modest (Cl2) to very strong
(Br2, I2) absorption across the visible spectral range. Owing to
the nearly continuous excited-state energy levels,[10] the
532 nm laser employed in the ROA spectrometer can easily
“find” a resonating transition, which tremendously increases
the Raman cross section and makes it possible to detect the
scattered light even from low-concentrated gases or vapors.
Maximum experimental circular intensity differences
(ratios of the ROA and Raman signals, CID = (IR¢IL)/(IR +
IL)) for Cl2, Br2 and I2 are measured as 1.13 × 10¢4, 3.90 × 10¢4,
and 5.25 × 10¢4, respectively. For the scattered circular polarized (SCP) ROA experiment presented here the sample is
irradiated by unpolarized light. Although the magnitudes are
still somewhat smaller than for the paramagnetic NO2
molecule (where CID ca. 2.8 × 10¢3 at the same field of ca.
1.2 tesla)[5] they are comparable to those typically detected in
naturally chiral molecules, either in the gas (methyloxirane,
CID ca. 1 × 10¢4)[11] or liquid phase.[12]
The diamagnetic Raman and ROA spectra are quite
specific for individual halogens. Iodine (I2) Raman and ROA
experimental and simulated spectra are plotted in Figure 2.
The element has only one stable isotope, 127I, which contributes to the relative simplicity of the signal. The Raman and
ROA experimental bands of the I–I stretching fundamental
and overtone vibrations arise as the strongest ones amidst
many fluorescence signals and a broad fluorescence background (the latter was subtracted from the spectrum shown).
The fluorescence signal is very complex, depends on the
excitations wavelength and other experimental conditions,[13]
and can also be observed in the condensed phase.[14] We also
observed its minor variations with temperature and pressure.
The fundamental vibrational transition (0!1 with respect
to the corresponding harmonic oscillator quantum numbers,
at 213 cm¢1) is rather weak, both in Raman and ROA, and the
spectra are dominated by the 0!2 overtone band at 425 cm¢1.
More often, such overtones may be visible in vibrational
spectra due to anharmonicities in the nuclear potential; these
are, however, small for I2 and cannot explain the observations.[15] In our case the large intensity of the overtone
transitions is due to coupling of the initial and final vibrational
states by a resonating state, through the Frank–Condon
factors. Detectable peaks of variable intensities appear within
the entire wavenumber range, up to the 0!11 transition at
2278 cm¢1. Hot bands (1!2 etc.) were included in the
simulated spectra as well; their contribution to the total
intensities, however, is rather minor.
The florescence does not provide any measurable ROA
intensities. Above 2000 cm¢1 the ROA background noise in
the experiment is greater due to the lower sensitivity of the
coupled charge device (CCD) detector. However, the vibrational transitions can clearly be identified in the ROA
spectrum. For all I–I stretching transitions, a relatively
simple “¢ + ” (if seen from left to right) conservative ROA
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55, 3504 –3508
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Figure 2. Experimental and simulated Raman (IR + IL) and ROA (IR¢IL)
spectra of iodine gas (I2); vibrational quantum numbers for the 0!N
transitions are indicated (top: whole spectrum, bottom: a detail).
Computational units are arbitrary and only the ROA/Raman ratio can
be compared to experiment.

signal appears, often accompanied by weaker bands, and the
bands at higher wavenumbers are split more than at lower
ones.
In the simulations the first 3P electronically excited state
was modeled using experimentally determined parameters
and analytical rotational wavefunctions (see the Methods
Section and the Supporting Information). The theory reproduces the observations quite faithfully. For example, the high
wavenumber splitting and asymmetry of the Raman and
ROA bands are reproduced as well, which suggests that the
approximate model based on one excited electronic state
resonating with the 532 nm laser radiation is for the I2
molecule reasonably realistic.
Bromine gas (Br2) spectra are plotted in Figure 3. In this
case the Raman bands are not affected by the fluorescence
background as strongly as for I2. The fundamental (0!1)
band at 319 cm¢1 is the strongest one, and as for I2 the
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magnitude of DOC Br2 spectra
and their agreement with the
simulations indicate true vibrational Raman transitions.
The bromine ROA spectra
(Figure 3, bottom-left) are more
complex than those of I2. Both
fundamental (0!1) and the 0!
2 overtone bands exhibit a wshape signal, while the 0!3
transition gives a “ + ¢” nearly
conservative couplet. As for I2,
the higher-frequency bromine
transitions tend to be broad and
have multiple components. The
ROA spectra complexity is partially due to the presence of
three stable isotopic species in
natural bromine, that is, 79Br2,
79
Br81Br, and 81Br2 occurring in
51.1:100:48.9 molar ratio. Different vibrational frequencies cause
additional band splitting, especially for the higher-frequency
vibrations. In the homonuclear
molecules (79Br2 and 81Br2) some
molecular states are unavailable
if compared to 79Br81Br, because
of the Pauli exclusion principle.[19] However, these factors
were involved in the simulation
and cannot explain the sign-flipping and other intensity variations of the ROA bands. We thus
assume a participation of multiple rovibronic levels of the
excited electronic state schematR
R
Figure 3. Experimental and simulated Raman (IR + IL), degree of circularity [I R¢I L (DOC)], and ROA
ically indicated in the energy/
(IR¢IL) spectra of Br2. The ROA simulations were performed for three excitation frequencies (w1, w2 and
bond length plot in the Figure.
w3). As schematically depicted on the drawing, the frequencies sample rovibrational levels in the
3
Indeed, modeling of the spectra
electronically excited state ( P) differently, which leads to different ROA patterns.
with three excitation frequencies
partially mimicking such situation results in qualitatively simovertone bands are rather strong and visible up to the 0!7
ilar changes in ROA intensities. For example, the excitation
band at 2189 cm¢1.
frequency w3 = 18 796 cm¢1 seems to correspond reasonably
We found it useful to measure also the degree of
well to the resonance conditions of the 0!3 transition,
circularity (DOC, Figure 3 right top), which as in ROA is
providing the observed + ¢ couplet, whereas giving almost
the difference of scattered intensities for right- and left-CPL,
opposite signal for 0!2 than seen experimentally.
but measured when the sample is irradiated by right-CPL.
In addition to this complexity, we found a significant
DOC is usually normalized to the total radiation in the same
dependence of the ROA Br2 spectra on laser power (see
way as CID, that is, (IRR¢IRL)/(IRR + IRL), the upper index
Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). The overtone
bands are particularly vulnerable, and ROA signs can be
relates to the polarization of the incident radiation; in the
figure only the IRR¢IRL part is plotted. More importantly, the
changed. Visualization of the sample cell by a thermo-camera
DOC indicates how the molecule “remembers” the incident
revealed a significant (few Kelvin) temperature increase of
polarization.[16] In a recent study, for example, we used DOC
the cell walls during the irradiation, presumably indicating
to identify circularly polarized luminescence,[17] present also
much higher temperature of the vapor in the laser beam. A
in the so called induced-resonance ROA (IRROA) of eurosaturation of bromine energy levels was confirmed by a nonpium complexes.[18] For the luminescence, the DOC was small
linear Raman scattering intensity dependence on the laser
and identical to SCP ROA. On the contrary, the large
power. Simulations performed at different temperatures
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(Figure S2) led to smaller intensity changes, suggesting that
non-equilibrium processes and energy transfer contribute
more to the observed dependence. In general, the intensity
variations may thus be attributed to varying populations of
the rotational and vibrational bromine levels and their
interplay with the excited resonance states. No time dependence of the spectra was observed.
The chlorine ROA and Raman spectra (Figure 4) were
the most difficult to measure, due to the small Raman cross-

Experimental Section

Raman and ROA spectra of Cl2 gas and saturated Br2 and I2 vapors
were obtained at 298 K and atmospheric pressure using the ChiralRAMAN-2X instrument based on the design of W. Hug and G.
Hangartner,[16] operating with 532 nm laser light, 7 cm¢1 resolution,
and SCP backscattering configuration. For Cl2, laser power at the
sample was 800 mW and collection time about 12 hours for each
magnet orientation. For Br2 and I2 about 10 mW and several minutes
was sufficient. A new asymmetric design of the magnetic cell
(Figure S3) provided about five-fold greater signal compared to our
previous setup.[5] Raman and ROA intensities were calibrated with
a NIST standard reference material (SRM 2242). The absolute
intensities cannot be measured; experimental and simulated spectra
are given in instrumental and atomic units, respectively, and only the
CID = ROA/Raman ratio is comparable to the simulations and across
various experiments.
The simulation was based on the Fermi golden rule, that is,
transition probabilities for the right and left CPL[5, 6] and the algebra
of angular momentum and free rotator wavefunctions.[19a, 20] Further
details are given in the Supporting Information. For example, relative
intensities of the left/right-CPL were obtained as given in Equation (1):
IL=R

Figure 4. Experimental (black) and simulated (gray) ROA and Raman
spectra of Cl2 gas.

section. Also, they exhibit only a few features. The second
(0!2) and higher overtone Raman bands are weak and their
ROA bands invisible (data not shown). Only the fundamental
vibration 0!1 at 547 cm¢1 with a small but reproducible
ROA signal could be measured. The simulation faithfully
reproduces the Raman rotational broadening, as well as the
prevalent negative character of the ROA signal. As for
bromine, three chlorine species are possible, 35Cl2, 35Cl37Cl and
37
Cl2, in 1.56:1.00:0.15 molar ratio. However, individual
isotopic contributions are not visible due to the limited
resolution. The decreasing resonant character of Raman
scattering in the I2 Br2 > Cl2 series is thus nicely documented in the ROA spectra; for Cl2 the weak resonance leads
to a weak signal (almost forbidden for overtone vibrations),
and weak ROA (excited electronic levels with large magnetic
moments are not sufficiently discriminated by the probing
excitation radiation).
In conclusion, we measured the difference in scattering of
the right and left circularly polarized light on diamagnetic Cl2,
Br2, and I2 molecules in the gas phase, which appeared to be
a unique phenomenon enabled by the resonance of the
impinging radiation with paramagnetic excited states, where
rotational sublevels split in the static magnetic field. The
simulations based on the free-rotator and single-resonating
state approximations reasonably well reproduced the main
features and trends in the experiments. The diamagnetic
Raman optical activity thus promises to be a useful tool to
probe electronic and vibrational molecular structure, may be
potentially used for instrumental calibration, in optical
components, and sheds more light on the physical origin of
the two-photon Raman scattering.
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ð2J þ 1Þð2J 0 þ 1Þ jhv j v* ihv* j v0 icg2 uj2

ð1Þ

where J and J’ are the rotational quantum numbers of the ground
and excited state, n and n’ are corresponding vibrational quantum
numbers, hv j v* i and hv* j v0 i are the Frank–Condon factors, the
asterisk (*) denotes the resonating excited state, and u contains
transition electric dipole moment components, the energy f function,
and magnetic quantum numbers. The transitions are thus enabled by
overlaps of vibrational wavefunctions of the ground (1S) and excited
(3P) electronic states. The overlaps are typically large because of the
significant differences in nuclear potentials.[8a,b,d] In the simulations,
we normalized relative Raman intensities of vibrational transitions to
experimental peak areas.
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